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There’s nothing quite as cozy as multi-
color stranded knitting—and with quick, 
fun projects, clear instructions, and 
easy-to-follow charts, it’s never been 
simpler! Knit designer Jenny Alderbrant 
has collected 24 of her best-loved 

patterns for mittens, hats, and socks, 
with dozens of colors and delightful 
motifs that’ll keep you warm all winter 
long. Try out time-tested classics like 
flowers and starry snowflakes, or get 
creative with cats, butterflies, and more!

Wild and Wonderful Winter Knits

Easy-to-adjust sizes, for children and adults.
Eye-catching designs to suit every taste, from traditional Scandinavian and Christmas  

patterns to unique renditions of snails, foxes, and happy tulips.
Pick your own favorite colors, add pompoms, and work faux-cabled brims,  

ribbed cuffs, or picot edges.

$24.95 USD
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versa. Adjust needle sizes to obtain correct 

gauge if necessary.

Cuff:

• With CC (Red) and two smaller needles

held together, CO 56 sts. Carefully remove

extra needle and divide sts evenly onto 4

dpn (= 14 sts per dpn). Join, being careful

not to twist cast-on row. Pm for beginning

of rnd.

• Purl 1 rnd.

• Change to MC (White) and work the chev-

ron edge as follows:

• Rnd 1: (K2tog, k4, yo, k1, yo, k4, ssk, p1) 4

times.

• Rnd 2: (K13, p1) 4 times.

• Repeat these 2 rnds a total of 8-10 times.

• With MC, knit 1 rnd, increasing evenly

spaced around to 62 sts.

SKILL LEVEL

Experienced

MATERIALS

YARn: CYCA #1 (fingering), with about 191-235 

yd/175-215 m / 50 g. For example, Hillesvåg 

Huldra, Ficolana Arwetta Classic, Manduzana 

Andromeda, or a similar yarn. 

YARn AMounTS: One 50-g ball each of the 

main and contrast colors will be enough for a 

pair of mittens in a women’s size medium. For 

the pair of mittens shown here, I used Vene-

tian Red of Andromeda from Manduzana (75% 

Merino wool, 20% nylon, 437 yd/400 m / 100 

g) and undyed Mysa yarn from LullUll of Jen-

nyPenny (80% Merino wool, 20% nylon, 399

yd/365 m / 100 g).

nEEdLES: U. S. size 0-2.5 / 2-3 mm depending 

on your gauge: set of 5 dpn or 32-48 in / 80-

120 cm circular for magic loop. Also, set of 5 

dpn or long circular 1 or 2 sizes smaller for 

cuffs.

GAuGE: 35 sts = 4 in / 10 cm in stockinette and 

two-color stranded knitting on larger needles 

for a women’s medium. The mittens will be 

about 4 in / 10 cm wide. You can adjust the 

sizing by changing the gauge. A higher stitch 

count will make a smaller mitten and vice 

cHRIstMAs PeAce—MIttens
Pretty Christmas red mittens to light up the midwinter. You can, of 

course, choose different colors for a less Christmassy look.

Before you begin knit-

ting, read completely 

through the instructions. 

You’ll find Abbreviations 

and Symbols on page 

20. Read the pattern

chart from right to left for 

the right-hand mitten 

and from left to right for 

the left-hand mitten.
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Thumb Chart:

• Change to larger, gauge-size needles and

work following the chart for mitten hand.

Mitten Hand:

• When you’ve completed the thumb gusset

and reached the round marked for the

thumb placement, set the marked sts

aside on scrap yarn or a stitch holder

(these sts will later be worked in the

thumb). CO the same number of sts for

back of thumb: use the long-tail cast-on

and the working strands.

• Continue following the chart, shaping the

top as shown.

• Cut yarn and draw through remaining sts to

close the hole at the top of the mitten;

tighten.

Thumb:

• Place the 15 sts from the holder onto larger

dpn. Pick up and knit 17 sts around back of

thumbhole. Work thumb around in charted

pattern. Note: The first and last picked-up

sts form the band up each side of the

thumb = first and last sts of chart. The back

of the thumb is worked as for the front.

• Shape and finish the top of the thumb as

for mitten top.

Finishing:

• Weave in all ends neatly on WS.

• Block the mittens by soaking or dampen-

ing them in lukewarm water. Gently

squeeze out excess water. Lay mittens flat

to dry, patting out to finished measure-

ments. Good luck!
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Mitten Hand Chart: See first page of pattern for how to read the chart for each mitten.
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